SIDE 6: ACTOR NINE
ACTOR NINE/HALPRIN. I am involved in this defense with Ardie
McBrearty. The government is going to suggest that these people are
neo-Nazis, but they are not going to mention that Mr. McBrearty
volunteered in World War II to fight against the Nazis. The
government is going to suggest that Mr. McBrearty and others here
are racists. They are not going to tell you that during the time he has
been in prison, he has been teaching a Bible class to blacks and
Hispanics. You have heard that The Order frowned very heavily on
race mixing. Well, Mr. McBrearty's son is married to a Filipino woman,
an Asian. They have two children, Mr. McBrearty's grandchildren,
who are half-Filipino. Very curious behavior for a racist. Very curious,
indeed. The FACT is that Mr. McBrearty wasn't even contacted by
any of the people who have been involved with this whole mess until
after all the big, exciting crimes had already been committed. What is
going on here? The government's idea is to make all these people
into one group. They're hoping that after you have sat through oh,
two, three hundred witnesses that none of the individual defendants
will stand out in any way. A person accused of murder will begin to
seem morally identical to someone accused of walking across a state
line with some money. The efforts of the government will be a little
like tuna fishing. You take a boat out into the ocean. You drop your
nets out. And whatever happens to come up -- whether it's a big tuna
or a small tuna, or if it is a dolphin that normally swims in the same
waters -- the fisherman makes no attempt to separate the dolphins
from the tuna, the baby tuna from the adult tuna. It all ends up in the
same net. It all ends up equally dead.

SIDE 9: ACTOR NINE
ACTOR NINE. We are not right or left wing. We are RACISTS. We are now
officially operating an underground chapter on your campus, and over
thirty chapters nationwide. The NEXT line of leadership shall be a
generation of ruthless predators that shall make PAST Aryan leaders
and warriors PALE IN COMPARISON. If peaceful means fail, the
white youth of this nation shall utilize EVERY METHOD AND
OPTION AVAILABLE TO THEM to neutralize and quite possibly
engage in WHOLESALE EXTERMINATION OF ALL SUB-HUMAN,
NON-ARYAN PEOPLES FROM THE FACE OF THE NORTH
AMERICAN CONTINENT.

